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INCLUDED WITH YOUR ISLAND PAD 225/230/240  

Bag - Rope Ladder - AC Electric Pump  - Repair Patches      

NOTICE 

NOTICE: Red and Black fitting ( if equipped ) is not to be 
removed 

Side D-Rings working load limit of 200 Lbs  -  Handle working load limit of 200 Lbs 

Bottom D-Rings working load limit of 200 Lbs 

IP225 capacity is 1300Lbs  -   IP230 capacity is 1500Lbs  

 IP240 capacity is 1700Lbs  -  Max Inflation 4PSI 

Not Intended to be left in the sun for over 31 consecutive days 

GENERAL USE 
INFLATION: Your Island Pad can be inflated to 2-4 PSI (max tested PSI 5).  

NOTE: adding air on cool days may be necessary prior to using your Island Pad.   

ELECTRIC PUMP: The  110V pump works to inflate and deflate your Island Pad. This is 
easily accomplished by screwing the hose into the "in" or "out" side of your pump.  Your pump 
is designed to blow air through the switch and cord hole as well as the breather holes around the 
"in" side, this is to allow the motor to be cooled even if it is not pumping air into your Island Pad 
due to from a fully inflated pad, blockage or similar.  

Allow to pump to continue inflating for 5-10 seconds after the pad appears to be fully inflated 
this will compress the air into the pad to reach operating pressure of 2-4PSI 

 If pump shuts off without intervention, it has over heated ( 5 minutes or more generally)  allow it to cool down for 
20-40 minutes then resume normal use ( pump has a internal thermal shut down to prevent permanent damage) 

AIR VALVE OPERATION: The inflation valve operates in 2 positions. 1.) In the closed/fill 
position the valve stem (white button) will appear raised. This allows you to inflate the Island 
Pad  and remove the hose without losing air. 2.) Press the valve stem (white button) down to 
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release air. Then press the valve stem ( white button) again to return the inflation valve to its 
closed/ fill position. 

Note: You can leave your Island Pad  inflated while it’s stored! It's not necessary to inflate and 
deflate after each use unless being transported or stored in small spaces, or being exposed to high 
temperatures (see Precautions & Guidelines on next page for more information).  

AIR COMPRESSOR: Use of an air compressor to inflate the Island Pad will VOID your 2-year 
warranty. Air compressors can easily overinflate your Island Pad without warning, causing it to 
burst.  

DEFLATION: Ensure the valve area is dry so water doesn't become trapped inside your Island 
Pad when opening the inflation valve. Press down on the valve stem (white button) to lock the 
valve in the open/deflate position. Once the valve stem is down, air will escape. Fold your Island 
Pad  and roll it up from the opposite end the fill valve is located on (like a sleeping bag!) and 
force the air to run out of the valve if you didn't use the pump to suck it out. Once all the air is 
out, push down the valve stem again so it locks in the closed/fill position. Once it's in the 
closed/fill position, air will no longer be able to escape or enter the Island Pad (unless you attach 
the pump and force it in).  

PRECAUTIONS & GUIDELINES 
LEAVING YOUR ISLAND PAD INFLATED: You can leave your Island Pad inflated! You only need to deflate 
your Island Pad when transport or storage in small spaces is required.  

Note: Keeping your Island Pad inflated for months at a time will result in it slowly releasing air. For example, 
leaving your Pad inflated for 1-2 months may cause it to lose 1-2 PSIs worth of air. Re-inflate to working air 
pressure before using for best results. 

EXTREME HEAT DAMAGE: Allowing your Island Pad to be exposed to extreme heat while inflated may cause 
damage. Inflating your Island Pad to operating pressure and allowing it to reach extreme temperatures – (including 
but not limited to storage inside your car during summer months) – may cause the seams to burst. This type of 
damage is NOT covered under warranty.  

STORAGE: Ideal storage is in a covered, temperature-controlled room. Constant sun exposure over summer 
months is damaging to your Island Pad and will cause premature fading and possible failure. Be sure to store your 
Island Pad out of the sun while not in use and wait for it to fully dry before rolling it up and storing in the supplied 
bag.  

You can keep your Island Pad rolled up when you aren’t using it. We highly recommend storing your Island Pad 
indoors. Cold weather will not shorten the lifespan, but do not move the board if the weather is below 0 deg C 
(32deg F) as the PVC may crack in cold weather. Note you can store your Island Pad inflated or deflated.  

PATCHING: The patch kit includes two patches, one for the top and one for the sides. Glue is not included in the 
patch kit as it may go bad before you use it.  Flexible vinyl / PVC glue is available from most hardware stores or 
marinas that sell inflatable boat accessories. We recommend cutting your patches into large coin sized pieces for 
best patching results. Patch only when the pad is fully deflated and the area of repair is flat  

1: Clean the surface with acetone around the puncture and also the back side of the patch you will be gluing down. 

2: Apply an even layer of glue onto the back of the entire patch  as well as the area on the pad that punctured  

3: Push the patch onto the surface with pressure starting from the middle and working your way towards the outsides 
of the patch, clean up any extra glue prior to drying with Acetone. and keep constant pressure until dry. 

4: Allow 24 Hours for glue to cure before inflation.   
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Two Year Limited Warranty 
WARRANTY COVERAGE 

Island Products Canada hereby warranties that the product is free of any defect in material and workmanship. The period of warranty is One Year 
from the date of purchase. So the warranty expires 730 days after the bill of sale is issued from the Dealer. If you notice any defect in the parts 
that are covered by this warranty, within the above said period, we will repair or replace it. Should we deem your Island Pad beyond repair, we 

will provide you with a free replacement. 

EXCLUSIONS: 

Island Products Canada will not have any liability or obligation under this limited warranty, in case of, 

1.Any defect caused by misuse or abuse of the product. 

2.Damage caused by natural disasters or neglect. 

3.Damage caused by unauthorised modification or improperly installed accessories. 

4.Defects caused by storage of the product in unsuitable environments such as moldy areas, against an abrasive surface or in a high heat 
environment. 

5. The warranty does not apply to cosmetic damage such as scratches or general wear for daily use or chemical stains from improper cleaning or 
animal droppings. 

LIMITATIONS: 

The only recourse to you, in case of any defect in the product, is repair or replacement of the parts, as specified above. We will not be liable for 
any consequential damages or inability to use the product. The cost of the repair or replacement shall not be higher than the purchase price of the 

product, excluding tax, shipping, and installation charges.  
By  using the product, the user accepts the terms and conditions described herein. 

WARRANTY SERVICE: 

For warranty service or inquiries please submit any photos of the damaged area, with a copy of the bill of sale to 
Sales@Islandproductscanada.ca with the title reading "Warranty" 

 Please include all relevant contact information for our team to reach you at.  

 

 

 


